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History of Architecture
History of different periods is tried to compile in one.
NEO, Monday 09 January 2006 - 18:00:00

THE MUGHUL PERIOD & TUGHLAQ ARCHITECTURE
SHAH JAHAN (1627-58) : THE REIGN OF MARBLE
[Text & image courtacy: Sir Benister Fletcher's A History of Architecture]
With the reign of the emperor Shah Jahan the golden era of Mughul domination was attained, a
period which found expression in style of architecture of exceptional splendour, and
carried to the highest degree of perfection. In the sphere of the building art it was an age of
marble, this material in its most refined from taking the place of the sandstone hitherto largely
employed, so that architecture received a new impressiveness during this regime. The preference
of Shah Jahan for buildings of this kind is graphically shown by the fact that he caused to be
dismantled many of his predecessors' sandstone edifices with the sole object of substituting
others of a more polished type. Nowhere is his policy more strikingly illustrated than in the fort at
Agra, where in the series of palaces occupying the western area, the division between the two
phases of the Mughul style is plainly demarcated. Here one may pass in a stride from the
sandstone buildings of the latter half of the sixteenth century as exemplified by the Jahangiri
Mahall, to the marble pavilions of the first half of the seventeenth century as represented by the
Khas Mahall, in other
words from the robust production of Akbar of the voluptuousness of Shah Jahan.
Such a change in the substance of the building art naturally brought with it a corresponding
change in its temper and treatment. Marble, specially of the textural quality as that obtained
from the quarries of Markrana in Jodhpur State, provides its own decorative appearance
owing to its delicate graining. and, any ornamentation requires to be mosf judiciously, almost
sparingly applied, otherwise the surfaces become fretted and confused. Mouldings have to be fine
and rare in their contours and plain spaces are valuable as they emphasize the intrinsic beauty of
the material, so that restraint has to be invariably observed. The forms therefore of this style are
essentially marble forms, while the decoration is only occasionally plastic, such enrichment as
was considered essential being obtained by means of inlaid patterns in coloured stones. With this
change in technique there ensued a change in the larger architectural elements of the style.
Particularly noticeable is the alteration in the character of the arch, the curves of which were now
often foliated, usually in each instance by means of nine cusps, with the result that white marble
arcades of engrailed arches became a distinguishing feature of the period. The dome also
assumed another form, as the Persian type, bulbous in its outlines and constricted at its neck,
found favour, the adoption of which brought with it the system of true double doming derived from
the same source. Other developments were the introduction of pillars with tapering or baluster
shafts, voluted bracket capitals and foliated bases ; added to these were structural ornamental
elements of a curvilinear order, the fluidity
of line from and sensuousness generally reflecting those exalted conditions that not uncommonly
prevail when a ruling power has attained its greatest elevation.
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The replacements by the emperor Shah Jahan of the stone buildings in the palace-forts of Agra
and Lahore by marble pavilions appear to have been carried out intermittently .during this
monarch's reign, some of these newer structures being early examples while others were added
when the style had arrived at its ripest state. For instance at Agra, the first of these marble halls to
be built was the Diwani-Am, dated 1627, the same year that Shah Jahan ascended the throne ;
this was followed some ten years later by the Divan-Khas, the double columns of which are
among the most graceful of all those produced during this reign (Plate LXXXIX) ; finally there was
that superb example the Moti-Masjid, or Pearl Mosque, which was not added until as late as
1654. At varying intervals the others of this range of marble palaces and pavilions were erected
such as the Khas Mahall, the Shish Mahall, the Nagina Masjid and Musamman Burj with its
adjacent portico containing a lovely sunk fountain, each conception executed in the most chaste
and exquisite manner. Of all these elegant marble creations none can equal in refinement the
Moti Masjid, a matchless example of the style. Not only does this mosque building show an
unrivalled mastery of the material as well as the extent to which it may be artistically manipulated,
but its architectural treatment is thoroughly and organically sound. Its chief qualities may be
observed in the felicitous proportioning of the arcades hi the facade, the skilful contrasting of
these with the colonnades of the cloisters and arched entrances, the delicate shape and melodic
disposition of kiosks over the parapet, the subtle effect produced by raising the central dome on
its drum, and above all in the flawless nature of the material, all of which have combined to give
this building an appearance of rare and moving beauty.
The alteration in the group of palaces within the fort of Lahore were .similar to those effected at
Agra, a number of Akbar's sandstone structures being swept away to make room for pavilions of
a more approved type. In their place rose most of the buildings towards the northern side of the
enclosure such as the Diwani-Am, the Khwab Garh, the Shish Mahall, the Musamman Burj, and
the Naulakha, but some of these have again been subjected to modifications and elaborations at
a later date.
The introduction of marble structures into the sandstone fortresses originally devised by Akbar
was, however, mainly a preliminary procedure, a preparation for the magnificent architectural
schemes undertaken by Shah Jahan which have given such distinction to
the Mughul regime. One of the first of these was the result of the emperor's resolution to transfer
the seat of the empire from Agra to its original position at Delhi where in.1.63&#036;_he began to
lay out the city of Shahjahanabad on a site on the right bank of the river Jumna. The principal
feature of this project consisted of a palace fortress for his own accommodation on a larger and
more comprehensive scale than any previously produced, thus forming a city within a city. At
Delhi therefore there arose at this monarch's decree the last and finest of these great citadels,
representative of the Moslem power in India, the culmination of theexperience in building
such imperial retreats which had been developing for several centuries. And what gives additional
architectural value to this particular achievement is that it was the conception of one mind.
executed according to the requirements of one authorit and thus carried out
in a systematic i orm manner. It is also note worthy for the fact that according to contemporary
records the more important portions of the work were designed and executed under the personal
direction of Shah Jahan himself. Unfortunately subsequent events have caused considerable
parts of this great composition to be either dismantled or shorn of much of its magnificence,
although enough remains to give some idea of it as originally planned.
The fort of Delhi in plan approximates an oblong 3100 feet long and 165o feet in width and is
aligned from north to south, an orientation no doubt so devised as to prevent the symmetry of the
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whole being disturbed by the fixed orientation of the mosques, a defect which is only too obvious
in the plan of his predecessor's capital at Fatehpur Sikri. This parallelogram at Delhi is enclosed
within a high and strongly fortified wall in which there are two main gateways, one in the middle of
the long side on the west and another on the south side, the former being the principal and
ceremonial entrance, while the latter is for more private use. From these gateways two
thoroughfares pass into the fort interior, intersecting one another at right angles towards the
centre of the composition, the main approach from the western entrance, or Lahore Gate, taking
the form of a broad vaulted arcade, a most imposing introduction to the inner precincts. These
two thoroughfares communicate directly with a large rectangular area occupying nearly two-thirds
of the whole space, and itself contained within surrounding walls, in a word an enclosure within an
enclosure. This inner area, measuring 'boo feet by 1150 feet, its further side aligned along the
eastern rampart thus overlooking the wide expanse of the river bed, accommodates the whole of
the private and royal apartments ; outside this, and within the rectangular space remaining are the
service quarters, such as bar-racks, servants' houses and other edifices of a miscellaneous order.
It is in the former enclosure, therefore, that the palaces and pavilions are located, and here the
finest architecture is to be found, this portion having been planned according to the most palatial
ideals.
This palace enclosure which is nearly symmetrical in its arrangements resolves itself into four
parts, (1) a large central quadrangle containing the Diwani-Am or
Hall of Public Audience ; on each side of this are (2) and
(3) consisting of two square open spaces designed in the form of ornamental gardens and
courtyards, while
(4) is the range of marble palaces, one side facing the gardens and the other commanding an
open view of the river. Every feature of this plan is regular and formal, most of it being laid out in
squares, there is hardly an oblique line or curve in the entire scheme. The finest art was lavished
on the succession of palaces along the eastern wall so that when in its prime no series of
buildings could have been more resplendent.
As originally planned there were at least six of these marble structures rising at irregular intervals
above the ramparts, their balconies, oriel windows and turrets surmounted by gilt cupolas giving
this outer aspect of the fort a picturesque and romantic appearance. On their outer side these
pavilions were closed except for screened windows and other similar openings, their pillared
frontages and more stately architectural effects being reserved for the inner facades looking out
on the gardens inside the fort enclosure. Included in this range of buildings, besides the palaces,
were a hall of private audience and a luxurious hammam or bathing establishment, and between
each structure there were wide courts and terraces protected by graceful balustrades or
perforated screens on the rampart side. Two of these buildings were larger than the others and of
exceptional richness in their architectural and decorative treatment, typical of the style in its most
opulent mood. Such are the Hall of Audience and the Rang Mahall, and from these two examples
it is possible to study not only its architecture but to recall some of the past life and thus to revive
the dead glories of this remarkable conception.
In the broad features of their architecture these two buildings have much in common, and these
features again are common to the style as a whole. Each structure takes the form of an open
pavilion in one story, their facades of engrailed arches shaded by a wide eave, or chajja, above
which rises a parapet and from each corner a graceful kiosk. The interiors also consist of
engrailed arches in intersecting arcades which divide the whole space into square or oblong bays,
each bay having a cavetto or cyma recta cornice and a flat highly decorated ceiling. There are no
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pillars, their place being taken by massive square or twelve-sided piers, a formation which also
gives a spacious soffit to the arches, a factor having no little influence on the effect. For, viewed
from any angle, owing to the double and some-times fourfold outlining of the underside of the
arches, these interiors present a perspective of flowing curves and arcuate shapes, of volutes and
crescentic forms, expressive of the soft luxurious use to which these structures were applied. In
addition there is the ornamentation distributed over every portion, of gilt, coloured, and inlaid
patterns in sinuous scrolls and serpentine lines accentuating that atmosphere of voluptuousness
with which these buildings were so obviously associated. Within the traceried foliations on the
walls, piers, and arches, conventional flowers were freely introduced, roses, poppies, lilies; and
the like, for the Mughuls were flower worshippers, not content with those growing naturally in the
gardens.
Important/ related images:
(images are from Sir Benister Fletcher's A History of Architecture, images' copyright is of the
respective authors)

Different types of squinches
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Different types of domes
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Tughlaq period
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Tughlaq period:Khirki Mosque and tomb of Giasuddin

Humayun's Tomb

Buland Darwaza: Front and View (Fatehpur Sikri)
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Tomb of Selim Chisti

Entry of Akbar's Tomb

Taz Mahal from above

